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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
Tu e s d a y

Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

April 8, 2003 — Issue 86

Bombing targets Saddam, top aides
“Bunker busters”
crush 3 buildings;
2 bodies recovered
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —The
U.S. bombing of an upscale
neighborhood where Saddam
Hussein and top aides were
believed to be meeting blasted a
60-foot-deep crater, ripped
orange trees from their roots and
left a heap of concrete, mangled
iron rods and shredded furniture
and clothes.

district after U.S. military intelAt least three buildings were
ligence was tipped that Saddam,
destroyed in Monday’s 2 p.m.
his sons Odai and Qusai and
attack on the western Baghdad
other Iraqi leaders might
district of al-Mansour,
be meeting there, U.S.
which broke windows
officials said.
and doors as far as 300
“A leadership target
yards from the site.
IN
was hit very hard,” said
Rescue workers lookMaj. Brad
ing in the rubble for vicRAQ Marine
Bartelt, a spokesman for
tims said two bodies had
U.S. Central Command in Qatar.
been recovered and the death
He said he could not comment
toll could be as high as 14. They
on casualties or say how long it
didn’t release any names.
would take to determine the
A single B-1B dropped four
damage. Battle assessment typi“bunker-busting” bombs on the

WAR
I

cally involves ground reconnaissance or satellite imagery,
though Bartelt would not say
what method was being used.
Those close to Saddam have
said the Iraqi leader is so
obsessed with security that very
few people would know about his
movements. He maintains
dozens of residences and uses
doubles to keep people guessing.
An exiled dissident told The
Associated Press that only two

See BOMBING, Page 5
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UM senior Andy Yuhas braces himself on a steep hillside along Highway 200 while fellow senior Beth Nichols scours the earth for treasures.
The two were a part of a group of more than 50 people who attended the 2003 Rocky Mountain Geo-Days field trip which took the group to
many geological and paleontological sites in central Montana last Saturday.

Conference focuses on Central Asia
World-renowned
speakers to share
perspectives
Katie Klingsporn
Montana Kaimin

Central Asia is a region of the world that
has been historically ignored by American
higher education, Mehrdad Kia said.
This, he said, is unfortunate.
“It’s a very important region because of its
energy resources and ancient civilizations.
It’s the birthplace of Christianity, Judaism
and Islamic religions. It continues to play a
role of a geographical bridge which has
always connected world civilizations,” said

Kia, director of the University of Montana’s
Office of International Programs and the
school’s Central Asia program.
This week UM professors, students and
the public will have an opportunity to gain
insight on this region during a four-day conference at UM called “Central Asia: Its
GeoPolitical Significance and Future
Impact.”
The conference, presented by the Title VI
Undergraduate International Studies and
Foreign Language Program Directors, is an
annual gathering of international studies
educators from all over the country and
scholars from around the world to share
their experiences, programs and cultures
with each other and the public.
“There is a very impressive lineup of

scholars attending,” Kia said.
For the majority of the April 9-12 conference, the approximately 120 participants and
20 guests—those invited by UM—will be
holed up in private panel discussions that
will cover everything from funding opportunities for international studies to the role of
water, gender and globalization in Central
and Southwest Asia.
Three of the events will be open to the
public.
The first is a keynote speech by Elizabeth
Jones, former U.S. ambassador to
Kazakhstan and current assistant secretary
of European and Eurasian affairs. Her lecture, “Oil, Democracy and Militant Islam,”
will take place on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at

See CENTRAL ASIA, Page 12

Ex-UM cop
faces another
rape charge
Baird accused of
intercourse without
consent, burglary
Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

The former University of
Montana Public Safety officer
who had a rape charge against
him dropped in February has
been charged with rape and
burglary stemming from an
unrelated incident.
An arrest warrant and criminal complaint for Tyrone Leo
Baird were filed in Missoula
County Justice Court on
Thursday. Baird has been
charged with sexual intercourse without consent, a
felony, and burglary, also a
felony. If convicted of both
charges, he could face a maximum sentence of life in prison
and $100,000 in fines.
Baird has not been arrested
for the crimes and has yet to
make his first appearance in
court for the charges. If arrested, Baird’s bail will be set for
$250,000.
A woman, referred throughout court documents as Jane
Doe, came to police on March
29 saying she had been raped
early that morning.
An affidavit filed in
Missoula County Justice Court
says that on March 28 Doe
went to a bar with Baird, his
wife and some other friends.
Baird was leaving to take
his wife home when he told
Doe to call him when she
arrived at her house, according
to the document. A few hours
later, Doe left Baird a phone
message asking him to call her
if there were any problems
with her son, who was spending the night at the defendant’s home. According to the
document, Baird called Doe at
4:24 a.m. to say that her son
was fine.
Later that morning, according to the affidavit, she was
awakened by “someone performing oral sex on her and
squeezing her breasts in a
rough manner.” Doe initially
thought it was her boyfriend,
but once she touched the man’s
hair and realized that it was

See BAIRD, Page 12
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O PINION
Guest Column

Editorial

Are you smokin’
with bin Laden?
If you buy drugs, you are a terrorist.
Unless you have been living in a cave for the past year, you
have probably seen the aggressive advertising campaign that
capitalizes on a loose definition of terrorism to convince you that
you are killing people.
This is nothing new, as those who grew up in the 1980s can
attest to. Everyone should remember the “this is your brain on
drugs” campaign, and the girl diving into an empty swimming
pool. But the latest barrage of rhetoric focuses on the consequences for others, rather than the user.
There’s nothing wrong with that. We’re not here to tell you
that drugs don’t harm you or others indirectly. But for once can
they just be honest with us?
Who are they, you ask. Well, they’re your good friends at
antidrug.com funded by ... well it’s not clear. Attempts by the
Kaimin failed to elicit a response from them as to how they are
funded.
Terrorists, as most people would define them, are people like
those in al-Qaida, Hamas, Huzbullah and the like. Drug dealers
are criminals and murderers, but when did they become terrorists? If you include drug dealers in your definition of terrorism,
then you better include anyone who commits murder.
It appears to be charity organizations that are the chief
source of funding for actual terrorists. See “The iceberg under
the charity” in the Economist for March 15. It’s not a typo, it’s
the truth.
A Yemeni cleric in Brooklyn was recently charged with taking
collections at his mosque and passing it on to al-Qaida. Last
month, the head of the Benevolence International Foundation,
based in Chicago, pleaded guilty to secretly sending money to
Chechen rebels and Bosnian Muslims to fight Serbs.
Two of the largest Islamic charities in the United States, the
Global Relief Foundation and the Holy Land Foundation for
Relief and Development, had their assets frozen by the U.S. government, according to the article. Saudis now think an Islamic
charity there gave $2.7 million, which somehow found its way
into the hands of al-Qaida.
Here’s another shocker for you: if you buy diamonds, you fund
terrorism. Don’t believe us? Try reading “Diamonds, the real
story,” National Geographic, March 2002.
Check out the photos of children in Sierra Leone with severed
limbs, the handiwork of the Revolutionary United Front. The
RUF is a rebel terrorist group seeking to control the country’s
diamond fields.
The RUF terrorists hack off arms and legs to scare the locals
into submission. Why? Because diamonds are a $50 billion a
year business, and the RUF wants a piece of the pie. Americans
buy 48 percent of all the diamonds mined each year. The article
also raises concerns about Osama bin Laden laundering money
with diamonds in Liberia.
So who is funding terrorism? Is it the pothead down the
street? In some people’s twisted sense of reality, yes. Who are
funding the REAL terrorists? It could be you. Do some research
and find out where your dollars are going.

—Bryan O’Connor
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Only unity will bless America
continues to face.
No matter what Bush would have done,
Column by
some group would have attacked him politiAlan Coulter
cally and pushed for his removal.
I might not have done what he did, but
I’m neither in the situation nor the place to
pass judgment on the man.
(U-WIRE) MURFREESBORO, Tenn. –
I must believe this has to do with more
The time for protests is over. I’m not for war
than just oil. Saddam Hussein, who may
of any kind, but I do understand that someeven be dead already, has (or had) a Hitler
times war is necessary when all other
mentality, and his regime has to be stopped.
means have been exhausted.
It should have been stopped years ago.
But, did the United States exhaust every
But all of this doesn’t matter now —
possibility before it headed into war?
Operation Iraqi Freedom has taken many
I can’t fully answer that, but it seems a
lives, both American and Iraqi. Stopping the
moot point now.
war now is out of the question, so why not
The war happened. It’s still happening.
have more morale for soldiers to come home
I remember seeing students protesting on
to than, “We support you, but
the corner of Greenland Drive
If people of the United States
we hate what you did.”
and witnessing the demonstracan live up to our name and
These men and women in
tion held in front of the
actually be united, maybe the
uniform face terrorist attacks
Keathley University Center.
government of this country so terrorism might someday
Was I against those diswill
have enough backbone to end.
plays? I wasn’t. I actually felt
officially
call this a war
If people of the United
a sense of pride that I lived in
instead
of
a
military action. States can live up to our name
a country where people were
and actually be united, maybe
allowed to display views completely opposed to the governing administra- the government of this country will have
enough backbone to officially call this a war
tion. Not every country would allow such
instead of a military action. Our soldiers are
things.
dying in a war, not some desert camping
However, I believe now isn’t the time for
trip, roasting marshmallows and singing
protests but for patriotism.
campfire songs.
Do I believe everyone must be for the
After this is over, I hope we keep the
war?
precedent we’re setting for the rest of the
Not at all, but I do believe it is time for
unity to spread in our land for the first time world.
Countries like Colombia need our help. I
since Sept. 11, 2001.
The 2000 election showed how divided our pray that Bush makes it apparent that we
are not just in this war with Iraq to save
country truly is, and let’s face it — our
face and to aid in our selfish ambition but to
grumbling and complaining is not going to
actually free a nation.
stop this war.
Colombia needs freeing and is desperately
The assaults have been launched. Bodies
calling out for the help of the United States.
are being shipped home. Innocent lives are
Will they be next, or must they discover an
being taken.
What so many protesters feared is coming oil well or some other resource before we
will help them?
to pass. Women and children are dying.
I know our nation has problems, but I’m
Would-be veterans are being buried.
convinced the good outweighs the bad.
This should not rally more protests and
cause more animosity between the American Bush is far from perfect, but I must believe
he has some compassion. Even though I
people and President George W. Bush.
didn’t vote for him, I will be praying for
I’m a self-proclaimed Democrat and the
and supporting our nation in this horrible
first to admit that I do not agree with Bush
time.
on many topics.
Only when unity exists will our country
However, he is still my president, and I
be blessed, and only then will we live up to
stand behind our troops in the Middle East.
the name we’ve created for ourselves.
Whether I am pro-war or anti-war, I still
respect Bush for the difficult situation he
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O PINION

Letters to the editor

Anti-war not
anti-American
It has often been said,
that to protest in a time of
war, such as now, it is somehow anti-American or as Bill
O’Reilly says you are a “bad
American.” I disagree with
that on many points because
I am fully against the war
but support the troops completely. World War I poet
Robert Graves once commented that these men die
“with froth-corrupted lungs,”
so I and everyone else have a
vivid idea how hellish war is,
that cannot be disputed. But
this is not why I am against
this war, for that would be
cliché. To me this war in Iraq

is wrong for the way Bush
conducted his “diplomacy.”
One of Grave’s closest
friends, and fellow poet,
Siegfried Sassoon’s “Suicide
in the Trenches” illustrates a
haunting reminder of what
goes on in war and why dissent is OK in times of war. I
should add that I am not a
pacifist either, but with this
war in Iraq, as it has unfolded, I cannot support the president on this one. The following poem should also be
looked at the following way:
Sassoon was against war but
supported the troops.
Suicide in the Trenches
I knew a simple soldier boy
Who grinned at life in
empty joy,
Slept soundly through the
lonesome dark,
And whistled early with

the lark.
In winter trenches, cowed
and glum,
With crumps and lice and
lack of rum,
He put a bullet through his
brain.
No one spoke of him
again.
You smug-faced crowds
with kindling eye
Who cheer when soldier
lads march by,
Sneak home and pray
you’ll never know
The hell where youth and
laughter go.
Sigfried Sassoon
Maybe I am that simple
soldier boy?
Rob Reneau
senior, history

Kaimin should
continue good work
First, I just wanted to
thank you for printing my
letter addressing the per-

ceived ‘support for troops vs.
support for government’ confusion. Second, I read Lisa
Hornstein’s column about her
brother and the 1st MEU, in
which she stated that if we
(the reader) would like to
write a letter to a servicemember and do not know
anyone in the military, we
should send them to the
Kaimin. As a former Navy
Corpsman stationed with the
Marines, and now a high
school biology teacher, I simply stated to my students:
“You all know what’s going on
over in Iraq, and you know
that I used to be a medic in
the military. If you have a
few minutes before the end of
the period to write a short
note to a serviceman or
woman overseas, I know that
they would really appreciate
it.” Many students wrote a
letter to our troops. Third, I
think that the article “Take
the Uncle Luke Challenge”
written by Luke Johnson was
one of the most insightful,
well-written articles I’ve read
in the Kaimin (and I’ve read

nearly all of the Kaimin articles available in the online
archive). Twenty years old,
huh? Uncle Luke writes more
succinctly, and expresses
more vividly, the drinking
scene of Missoula than anyone I’ve been able to find in
the last two years, and with
a tenor of writers twice (or
more) his age. I look forward
to reading many more of his
articles, until he graduates to
The Picayune Press or The
Weekly Post. It seems that
UM sends most of its best
and brightest elsewhere.
Keep up the good work and
remember that writing for
publication exposes you to
criticism that you would not
find with a vocation such as
plumbing, computer programming, bartending, educating in the classroom.
Writing is an endeavor that
provides free communication
among free people. Thank
you for providing a part of
that freedom.
Most Sincerely,
Jody (Doc) Welter

ONLY SUPERSTAR
ATHLETES SHOULD
COME OUT OF RETIREMENT.
There’s nothing romantic about lacing up the wingtips for your big comeback.
An SRA is an economical, tax-deferred way to ensure you don’t run out of
retirement savings. Contact us before you decide to hang it up.

TIAA-CREF.org or call (800) 842-2776
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OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
US FOREIGN SERVICE
MEET WITH ONE OF AMERICA’S TOP
CAREER DIPLOMATS
US ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
AMBASSADOR ELIZABETH JONES
Interested in an exciting career with the
US FOREIGN SERVICE? Join us to learn more
about the possibilities of becoming a Foreign
Service Officer.
THURSDAY, APRIL 10 FROM 3PM TO 4PM
DELL BROWN ROOM, TURNER HALL
All are invited to listen to Ambassador Jones speak and then
answer any questions you may have about the Foreign Service.

SPONSORED BY:
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national address by Ambassador Jones on
“Oil, Democracy, and Militant Islam in Central Asia”
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Provost’s lecture draws surprisingly large crowd
Kristen Inbody
Montana Kaimin

When UM law school professor Martin Burke was
invited to give this spring’s
Provost’s Distinguished
Faculty lecture, he figured a
“crowd” of maybe 10 people
would show up, counting
Provost Luis Muir and her
husband.
When about 120 people,
almost none of whom were
younger than 40, showed up
Monday at the University
Theatre for his lecture, he
told them, “You must be as
warped as I am to come out
to a tax session.”
He’s noticed people tend to
realize they’ve misjudged
him after they talk to him for
a few minutes. Though they
think since he’s a lawyer, he
might have an interesting
contribution to a conversation, when he tells them he
teaches tax law, “They think,

‘He’s going to be a lot more
boring that I could have ever
imagined,’” Burke said.
But really, tax policy can
be both interesting and
funny, he said.
Behind every tax law is a
story.
“In telling the stories, we
can bring to life a body of law
that seems so complex and
out of reach,” Burke said.
“Real life is much more interesting than fiction could ever
be.”
The story of home-owner
tax breaks is the story of
thousands of soldiers returning home after World War II
and seeking the American
dream of owning a home.
“Congress did not want
taxes to hinder that dream,”
Burke said.
As American society
became more mobile,
Americans were taxed on
profits they made selling
their home, until Congress

passed a law stating that as
long as the profits from selling the house went toward
the purchase of a new house,
the profits would not be
taxed, Burke said.
The sacred cow of home
mortgage interest deductions
also shows the value
Americans place on home
ownership.
“It’s a kind of subsidy the
tax-payers of America are
paying,” Burke said.
The US Treasury would
take in $50 billion more without the deduction, he said.
Some deductions lead to
controversy, Burke said.
Take the case of country
singer Conway Twitty.
When his fast food chain,
“Twitty Burgers,” went bellyup, his friends who had
invested in “Twitty Burgers”
lost their money.
Twitty considered it a
point of honor to repay them
and deducted the payments

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Professor Martin Burke delivers a speech on Federal Tax Law in the
University Theater Monday night. Burke said taxes are the price we pay for
civilized society.

as a business expense, saying
not repaying his friends
would warp him psychologically and damage his credibility among his fans.
The IRS disagreed and
took Twitty to court. The

When
beginning
an exploration of unknown

lands, challenges arise. Winds are
unpredictable. Storms hit unexpectedly.
Uncertainty rules. Superstitions abound.
Why explore alone? USAC, a consortium
of 27 U.S. universities has berths* available for
stout-hearted individuals. With programs in 19
countries and as many years of experience, no one
is better equipped to help you reach your study
abroad goals. USAC. Your gateway to the world.
*Translation: Apply now! Spaces fill up quickly!

judge ruled in Twitty’s favor.
He composed a song of his
own, ending with, “Hell, the
deductions are allowed,”
Burke told the audience,
which responded with rousing laughter.
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Bombing
Continued from Page 1

people are kept posted about Saddam’s
whereabouts – his son Qusai, who commands the Republican Guard and heads
the president’s security, and his private secretary, Abed Hameed Hmoud, a member of
Saddam’s Tikriti clan. Even oldest son Odai
is thought to be out of the loop because he
is considered to have a reckless nature.
About three miles from the al-Mansour
district, white smoke from U.S. artillery
fire rose early Tuesday from Saddam’s
Old Palace grounds on the banks of the
Tigris River.
Heavy machine gun fire and the buzz
of aircraft broke the silence of an uncharacteristically quiet night, and silent, yellow flares illuminated a sky even blacker
from Baghdad’s wartime power outage.
Under cover of darkness, U.S. Marines
spent the night patrolling a field in the
southeast corner of the capital, probing

foxholes, trenches and what appeared to
be bunkers dug under roads. Snipers,
machine gunners and infantrymen made
sure the area was free of Iraqis.
Marines stopped suspicious vehicles.
Snipers saw two men carrying an AK-47s.
They shot two of them and the rest fled
into the night.
Their vigil came less than 24 hours
after U.S. troops stormed the Iraqi capital
and seized Saddam’s New Presidential
Palace.
More than 70 tanks and 60 Bradley
fighting vehicles took part in the lightning thrust Monday by the Army’s 3rd
Infantry Division, with tank-killing A-10
Warthog planes and pilotless drones providing air cover against mostly disorganized resistance.
Iraqi snipers fired on an American platoon from rooms in the state-owned AlRashid Hotel on Monday afternoon while
the soldiers patrolled a neighborhood near
the palace, soldiers said. U.S. tanks
returned fire.

P.E.A.S. - Spring 2003
GROW ORGANIC FOR CREDIT!

At the city’s southern edge, two
Marines were killed and two wounded
when their armored troop carrier was hit
by an artillery shell at a bridge spanning
a canal. The Marines advanced into the
capital by foot after the Iraqis blew apart
the bridge.
Also, a group of U.S. armored personnel carriers in southern Baghdad was hit
by rockets, according to field reports. Six
American soldiers were reported missing
and a large number were wounded.
In the heart of Baghdad, American soldiers who reached the gold-and-blue-domed
New Presidential Palace used the toilets,
rifled through documents in the bombedout compound, and helped themselves to
ashtrays, pillows, gold-painted Arab glassware and other souvenirs. The Americans
also blew up a statue of Saddam on horseback in the center of the city.
“I do believe this city is freakin’ ours,”
boasted Capt. Chris Carter of
Watkinsville, Ga.
The troops secured the main roads in

the area, leaving soldiers at every intersection. They made forays to the AlRashid and to the bombed-out
Information Ministry, but unlike at the
palace, they did not stay.
U.S. troops set up a prisoner of war collection point in the palace compound. As
Iraqis were captured in street fighting outside, they were brought to the palace for
processing before being sent behind U.S.
lines. At one point, a group of nine Iraqis
surrendered after hearing on loudspeakers
that if they did so they would live.
An official at U.S. Central Command
in Qatar said coalition forces planned to
increase their broadcasting ability in and
around Baghdad in the coming days. He
spoke on condition of anonymity, and did
not elaborate.
There was no estimate of Iraqi casualties from Monday’s raid, but 10 miles outside the capital, about 100 Iraqi soldiers
were reported killed at the Baghdad airport in seven hours of fighting that ended
early Monday.

Grow Food to assist Garden City
Harvest, a nonprofit agency dedicated to
providing high quality produce to low-income people

Combine traditional academics with
• Earn 6 credits:
hands-on work at the Rattlesnake Valley Farm
Introduction to Agroecology

P.E.A.S. covers the technical, environmental, and social issues
FOR 395, sec. 80, CRN 50663, 2 cr., or
involved in small-scale agriculture - issues that affect everySOC 395, sec. 80, CRN 50662, 2 cr.
one who grows or eats food. Learn about these issues through
Meets Fridays, May 30-August 15,
a combination of experience, instruction and reflection.

UM students may register for these courses through CyberBEAR
using the Course Request Numbers (CRN’s) listed. Students may
pay by check, Visa, Mastercard or DISCOVER. These credits
count toward student credit load for financial aid.
These credits do not count toward the tuition flat spot or UM
health service/insurance eligibility. Registering for these credits adds fees to schedule/bills. No fee waivers are granted.
For course information, contact Josh
Slotnick, (406) 550-3663. For registration
information, contact Clare Kelly,
CE Registrar, UM Continuing Education, The
University of Montana,Missoula, MT 59812;
Telephone (406) 243-4626
E-mail ckelly@selway.umt.edu
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8:00-10:00 am, followed by 2.5 hr field
trip each Friday
And Corequisite

PEAS Summer Internship
EVST 398, CRN 50661, 4 cr.,
or SOC 398, CRN 50660, 4cr.
May 19-August 28, Mon-Thurs,
8:00 am-12:00 pm, Rattlesnake Valley Farm,
PLUS arranged service activities
(students arrange 1-2 weeks of leave from the farm duting
this time.)

Fee: $1,290 for 6 credits
Nonresidents pay the
SAME low
fees as residents.
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P L A S M A

.

My roommate used to do it all the time. Finally, she talked me into it.
CAMP COUNSELORS

I was a little nervous at first, but it really was easy. It didn’t hurt and only took two

Summer in New England!
H a v e f u n . M a k e a d i f f e r e n c e.

hours. Then, when I found out that plasma was used to make medicines for people

CAMP GREYLOCK & ROMACA
SEEK CARING, ENERGETIC
COUNSELORS AND COACHES.

with hemophilia and other illnesses, I felt even better.The money didn’t hurt either...

Co-ed staffs, competitive salaries,
room & board. Internships are available. Located in the Berkshire
Mountains of Massachusetts, 2.5
hours from Boston & NYC.

I’m still going to give plasma. Because its a way I can help other people... because its

it helps make ends meet when things are tight. But even after I’m out of college,

the right thing to do.

nursing

and

administrative

160

$

Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf,
Gymnastics, Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse,
Mountain Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus

EACH

MONTH YOU

CAN

RECEIVE

UP TO

positions.

Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
Very rewarding summer
Camp Greylock for Boys
800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
Camp Romaca for Girls
888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com

Natalie McKee. College Student

406-721-2584
Missoula Center • 3050 Great Northern Avenue • Missoula, MT • 59808
www.biolifeplasma.com

What are you doing this summer?
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UM students
go to Virginia
for math’s sake

Committee censures
ASUM candidates

Ribbons in the trees for love

Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

Katie Aschim
Montana Kaimin

A handful of School of
Education students from the
University of Montana spent
part of their spring break on
the beach, but not for the
typical reasons.
Eight students and a faculty adviser traveled to
Hampton, Va., for the
Eighth Annual National
NASA/NSU Pre-Service
Teacher Conference, held
March 27-29.
Georgia Cobbs, who
served as the adviser on the
trip, said, “The goal of this
conference is to develop
ways to encourage students
to perform better in math,
science and technology.”
Brandy Alexander, Josh
Altmiller, Emily FergusonSteger, Samantha Grant,
Melissa Huntington, Tamara
Scholz, Sarah Segal and
Trish Turcotte attended
workshops, viewed exhibits
and listened to motivational
speakers at the conference.
Segal, who is a student
teaching sixth grade at
Meadow Hill Middle School,
won third place in a poster
contest. Cobbs said 104
schools participated in the
contest, which illustrated
creative ways to teach math
or science. Segal’s students
created insulators, then
used TI-73 calculators and
temperature probes to measure the effectiveness of the
insulators.
The school of education
received $250 and a plaque
for Segal’s winning entry.
Cobbs gave a workshop at
the conference that also
used TI-73 calculators and
temperature probes. Her
study involved testing coffee
cups to determine which one
would keep beverages warm
the longest.
Scholz, a senior in education, served as an ambassador at the conference. Cobbs
said that to be an ambassador a student must attend a
two-week summer institute
on problem-based learning
sponsored by NASA.
The students also had the
opportunity to tour nearby
Alexandria, Va., while on
the coast.
The conference was originally geared toward minorities and only recently
opened its doors to everyone, said Janice Midyett, a
licensed certification specialist with the School of
Education. AfricanAmericans made up 80 to 90
percent of the conferencegoers, with HispanicAmericans composing 5 to
10 percent.

ASUM’s elections committee decided Monday night that
Sen. Ali Tabibnejad and running-mate Kasandra
Lundquist violated campaign
bylaws by posting signs on
Jeannette Rankin Hall and
spray painting signs outside
the UC.
Campaign signs that are
posted outside are restricted
to kiosks, and therefore those
hung on Jeannette Rankin
Hall were in violation.
Meanwhile, all senate and
executive candidates were
required to wait until 12 a.m.
on March 31 to begin campaigning. The committee
agreed that the candidates
were campaigning prior to the
designated kick-off time when
they spray painted a large 11by-15-foot sign outside the
UC.

A third grievance was
raised concerning a banner
covered by a black plastic bag
that hung in the UC hours
before campaign time. The
committee voted that it was
not a violation.
The committee unanimously decided to sign a statement
of censure, which stated the
two had acted in violation of
the bylaws, and according to
the statement, they must
remove the signs in question
— an action that had already
been taken. The statement
also recommends that
Tabibnejad serve on a committee to rewrite the bylaws to
cut out any loopholes.
“The worst punishment is
just being told by your peers
that you’ve done something
wrong,” Tabibnejad said.

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

A pedestrian walks by a line of trees wrapped in yellow ribbons on Brooks
Street near the Veterans Memorial. The ribbons were hung to show support
for our troops and to encourage their safe return home.

www. Kaimin.org
Car Accident Victims:

The Great Outdoors

A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

check it out this Friday in the Kaimin

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

Car Accident Victims

WED
APRIL
9TH
7:30 PM
ADAMS
CENTER
WITH
SPECIAL GUEST
RHETT MILLER

UNIVERSITY
OF MONTANA
CAMPUS
MISSOULA,
MONTANA
ALL AGES

ALL SEATS RESERVED * TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
MISSOULA: Adam’s Center Box Office,

KALISPEL: Sunshine Tapes & CD’s

ALL TIC-IT-E-Z Outlets, Rockin’ Rudy’s

BOZEMAN: Cactus Records
HELENA: Music To Go

CHARGE BY PHONE 1-888-MONTANA (1-888-666-8262)

Please visit
www.toriamos.com
for more information

www.kaimin.org
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Student employee of the year will be missed
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

For the past four years the student employee of the
year has made sure no faculty member at the School of
Journalism has been without a hand-crafted Valentine’s
Day greeting.
In fact, answering questions, managing files, sending
out mailings to prospective students, baking corn bread
for the faculty and spreading holiday cheer is all part of
the job for Margie Patton, a student employee at the
journalism school.
Patton was selected as the University of Montana’s
student employee of the year and has also won the honor
of the state of Montana student employee of the year.
She has worked in the office at the School of Journalism
for four years.
“It is Margie, after all, who never forgets a holiday,
and who manufactures lace and paper hearts to accompany the candies she puts in all faculty mail boxes on
Valentine’s Day,” wrote Dean Jerry Brown in his letter
nominating Patton to be the student employee of the
year.
However, Brown said he isn’t a fan of Patton’s
“Yankee” corn bread because he thinks it should be made
without sugar.
Professor Michael Downs announced Patton had won
the award at the journalism school’s annual scholarship
award banquet. Patton walked to the podium to receive a
plaque recognizing her achievement with a look of shyness and shock on her face.
Later she said, “It made me feel appreciated, and that
was a really great feeling.”
In a typical week Patton will work between 10 and 20

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Margie Patton, a radio-television journalism student, was recently honored with the UM Student Employee of the Year award.
Patton has been working in the journalism school’s business
office for the past four years of her attendance at the University.

hours when she is not attending her classes. She is
majoring in both radio-television journalism and anthropology, she said.
Patton said her job includes “anything that needs to
get done” at the School of Journalism. One summer as a
mentor for the Grizzly High School Journalism Camp
“anything” involved waiting in line at Barnes and Noble
with high school students for the opening of “Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire.” The students were hoping
to write a story about the first person to buy the book,
but were astonished when Patton herself got to buy the
first book. The students had to interview someone else,
and Patton bought the $40 book for her little sisters.
Valerie Marsh, an administrative assistant at Career
Services who helped to select Patton, said she stood out

Why should you
do your laundry
at SuperWash?

because of her extraordinary commitment to the School
of Journalism, especially since she was willing to hang
out with high school students at Barnes and Noble during summer break.
“It sounded like she deserved it because of her initiative to go above and beyond just working in the office,”
Marsh said.
Marsh said Patton was selected from a pool of about
35 nominations.
Fielding complaints about subjects related to the
School of Journalism and the Kaimin also keeps Patton
busy, she said.
“Everything you can imagine happening has pretty
much happened in this office,” she said.
Patton also made a voodoo doll for Tamara Martin,
office manager of the journalism school, after a spell of
rude students upset her. The doll is supposed to ward off
rudeness and unfriendliness.
“I made the voodoo doll to make Tamara feel better,”
Patton said.
Patton was also quick to point out that she has a
sanctioned “immunity” from the voodoo doll’s powers
because she made it.
Patton’s tenure as a student employee at the School of
Journalism will end after spring semester. Faculty and
comrades said they will miss her dearly.
“We in the School of Journalism can hardly imagine
what we’ll do without her smile, her good sense, and her
honest Butte-born work ethic,” Brown wrote.
Downs said, “Margie makes everybody’s job so much
easier. She is so wholly reliable. We miss her when she
has to go to class now. It is almost unimaginable to think
that she will be gone for good.”
And, systems administrator Peet McKinney said,
“She’s just rad.”

Celebrating Careers in Aging Week

Careers in Aging

New Lower
Prices!
9 triple loads
only $2.50

Learn about opportunities in this
rapidly growing field. Learn
about aging classes
available at UM.

Wed., April 9, 4PM
Skaggs Building 114
Refreshments served!
For information, call 243-2855

SuperWash
Laundromat
1700 S. 3rd W.
7:00 am-10:00 pm
FREE COFFEE

FREE PIZZA
Every Tuesday buy a
large pizza and get
the second for free.

$7.99

ONE MEDIUM
ONE TOPPING PIZZA AND
A CAN OF SODA

*DELIVERY TO THE DORMS ONLY*

721-7610
Sun-Thur 11 am - 1 am
Fri-Sat 11 am - 2 am

STARTING
IN APRIL!
April 7:
•MANDOLIN FOR BEGINNERS
Make your grass a little bluer! April 7-May 5.
• SURVIVING IN THE KITCHEN
Clueless in the kitchen? April 7-28.
April 8:
• FENCING FOR FUN
On Guard! Learn to play with swords, April 8-May 6.
• LATIN DANCE
Rumba, Samba, Cha Cha & Mambo, April 8-May 6.
• I N T R O T O HI P- HO P
Look hip at the club! April 8-May 6.
• BELLYDANCING
Missed out on the 1st class? Try it again April 8-29.
April 9:
• WRITING CHILDREN’S BOOKS
Create fun books for a younger audience. April 9-16.
• TRAVELING ABROAD ON A STUDENT BUDGET
Save $ and strap on a backpack. April 9-16.
April 10:
• HUMAN FORM & SCULPTURE!
Draw humans and then make ‘em out of mixed media,
April 10-24.
For more info on the Experiential College,
call 243-6187, or check out the full class schedule at
www.umt.edu/uc/college.
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UM solicits suggestions Syracuse clips Kansas in final
for home page re-design
Ramey Corn
Montana Kaimin

All, not just those who hate
or love the University’s Web
site, are encouraged to voice
their opinions on an on-line
survey that will aid in the redesigning of UM’s home page.
“We are in a process of redesigning the University’s
home page, the main UM Web
site,” said Martha Burtis,
director of Web development.
Burtis said the improvements on the site will mostly
affect the look of the site but
will also refine its content.
UM’s Web site has not been
re-designed in three years,
Burtis said. And every two to
three years a Web site should
be critically examined to see
what needs an overhaul, she
said. The Web site should be
re-designed and running by
fall 2003. A sub-committee is
working on the re-designing of
the site. The cost won’t be
determined until the re-designing process has been completed, she said.
The purpose of the online
survey is to gather opinions
from people who know about
the current site, Burtis said.
She said she wants everyone from incoming students to
community members to fill out
the survey.
So far, 330 people have
filled out the 16-question sur-

vey in the past two weeks, she
said. Questions vary from asking the number of times a person uses the site to the person’s success level with it.
Opinions from the survey
have been varied, but there
has been an even mix of positive and negative input, she
said. Burtis said she realizes a
survey like theirs is not scientific, but said it’s one way to
get feedback from people who
use the site. However, she is
looking into a possible forum
where groups who have a vested interest in the Web site
could voice their opinions, she
said. Groups like ASUM and
different departments and
divisions of the University will
be encouraged to attend this
meeting, she said.
The majority of the results
so far have stated that
improvements need to be made
in the areas of finding and providing information, Burtis
said.
“There has been an emphasis on information and clarity
as opposed to snazzyness,”
Burtis said.
Opinions from the online
survey will be collected
Monday, April 14.
“I strongly encourage people
to fill out the survey by the
beginning of next week when
we start collecting data,”
Burtis said.
The survey can be seen at
www.umt.edu.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Jim
Boeheim insisted his longawaited national title didn’t
make him a better coach.
Wearier? Maybe so.
In a riveting game that
would make any coach go gray,
the Syracuse Orangemen finally
delivered the championship
Boeheim has sought during his
27 seasons at the school.
They defeated Kansas 81-78
in the NCAA final Monday
night behind big games from
freshmen Carmelo Anthony and
Gerry McNamara and a late
clutch block by a forward nicknamed “The Helicopter.”
“I might be getting old or
something,” the 58-year-old
Boeheim said. “I didn’t used to
get this tired.”
After this game, he certainly
deserved a good night’s sleep.
Shaking and baking with an
in-your-face offense straight
from the playground, the
Orangemen (30-5) took an early
18-point lead.
They led 53-42 at halftime —
setting a record for first-half
points in the final.
But the determined
Jayhawks (30-8) rallied, and the
outcome was in doubt until the
buzzer sounded.
“We played the best first half
we could play, and then we just
hung on,” Boeheim said.
Trailing 81-78 in the final
minute, the Jayhawks had
three chances to tie. With 18
seconds left, Kirk Hinrich
missed a 3-pointer that went
halfway down the basket before
rattling out.
The Jayhawks fouled Hakim
Warrick, who missed both free

throws with 13.5 seconds left.
Kansas got the ball to a wideopen Michael Lee in the corner,
but from nowhere, Warrick
appeared and swatted the ball
out of bounds.
At that point, his nickname _
“Helicopter” for his 7-foot
armspan _ never seemed more
appropriate.
“I definitely wanted to go out
there and make a play after
missing those free throws,”
Warrick said. “I saw a guy open
in the corner and I knew they
needed to hit a 3, so I just tried
to fly at him.”
With 1.5 seconds left, Hinrich
put up a desperation heave that
found nothing but air. At the
buzzer, the Orangemen mobbed
the court to celebrate the pro-

gram’s first title.
“Last year, this time, I’m playing in high school for a state
championship,” McNamara said.
“Now, you know, we’re national
champs. That’s hard to believe.”
It was a great basketball
game _ a well-timed tribute to
the excellence this sport can provide after a season filled with
embarrassing scandals at
Georgia, St. Bonaventure, Fresno
State and elsewhere.
Boeheim’s milestone win
denied Roy Williams his first
title in a 15-year career at
Kansas.
“Jimmy Boeheim hasn’t gotten the respect he deserves,”
Williams said. “I’m happy that I
think he’ll get more of it now. I
hate that it was at our expense.”

Why Pay Rent
This Summer?
Instead of paying rent this summer for a place
you won’t use until fall, you can reserve a brand
new, luxury apartment at Crestview. We’ll hold
a 1,2 or 3-bedroom unit for you, rent free. In
addition to saving money, you’ll get amenities
including a heated pool and spa, exercise room,
covered parking, decks and balconies,
washer/dryer and dishwasher.
Crestview Apartments open in
July, but we’re leasing now.
Call 721-8990

LH Management

Friendly ferret

327-1212

LOOKING FOR CAMPUS-BASED
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT?
UPWARD BOUND IS RECRUITING
RESIDENTIAL COUNSELORS
AND TEACHERS.

Residential Dorm Counselors:
Requires current UM enrollment with at least 50 credits,
good academic standing, and prior related experience.
Prefer residential dorm counseling experience and prior
experience working with culturally diverse students.

Teachers:
Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry, Earth Science,
Environmental Science, English, Spanish Culture and
Language, Drama.
Requires appropriate secondary certification
or master’s degree and high school teaching
experience. Salary (depending upon position):
$950-$1,400 (24-45 instructional hours).

Closing date:
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Tyler Young’s pet ferret, Sanchez, peaks out of Young’s backpack in front of McGill Hall Monday. “He’s a pimp, he gets
all the chicks,” Young said.

This Friday prepare yourself for a colorful and refreshing surprise accompanying the Montana Kaimin.
It’s gonna be spunky. It’s gonna be spiffy. It’s gonna
be splendidly splashy.
Colors will rocket from the page and assault the eyes
with a delightful barrage from the entire spectrum,
like a newsprint rainbow.

April 11th at 4:00pm For detailed application info,
call 243-2219, email ubound@selway.umt.edu, or drop
by 001 Brantly Hall (U of M) between 8:00am and 4:00pm

The Season Is Here!!
Let Us Outfit You With

Breathable Waders from $129.00
Rod & Reel Combos from $169.00
501 South Higgins Ave

FREE FLOAT TRIP!! FREE FLOAT TRIP!!

721-4796

Spend $25.00 in the shop and enter to win our
monthly giveaway of a FREE FLOAT TRIP

www.fourrivers.net

(Buy a dozen bugs you need anyway and maybe win a guided trip!)

Check out our Website for Daily River Reports. Accurate, Truthful and Knowledgeable

www.kaimin.org
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A group of residents and students descends from vans into the Seven Mile Hill area near Choteau, Mont., to get down and dirty while hunting for fossil fragments. The group collected many kinds of rocks and even found a few chips of dinosaur bone.

Rockin’
the 2003
Geo-Days conference
Photos by Mike Cohea
With rock hammers, notebooks and cameras in hand, about 50 local residents and
students from several universities cruised
along Highway 200 Saturday with thoughts
of dikes, sills and dinosaur bones dancing in
their heads.
As part of the 2003 Geo-Days conference
at the University of Montana last week, a
field trip took several stops along the geologically rich area of Highway 200 and to some
world-renowned paleontology sites near
Choteau. The only set agenda was to find
some cool rocks and have a good time. At
each stop the rock hounds scoured the adjacent hillsides for different rocks and minerals
while learning about the different geological
formations that existed around them.
After a full day of scouring and stooping,
the group packed back into the UM vans and
headed back to Missoula, pockets bulging
with new finds.

Left: Todd Crowell, curator of
paleontology for the Old Trail
Museum in Choteau, holds up a
chunk of Coprolite, or fossilized
dinosaur dung, to the group at
the site where some of the first
traces of juvenile and baby
dinosaur fossils were found.
Right: Fossilized leg bones of an
adult Maiasaura found at Camp
Makela. The fossils were originally found by a National
Geographic photographer while
he was staying at the camp used
by Jack Horner and others while
excavating a nearby site.

UM junior Rebecca Harris loosens some rocks in a formation along Highway 200 to examine minerals and look for
tiny imprints of fossils. The group stopped several times
along different stretches of road to see the changing geological structure of the area as they headed northeast from
Lincoln.
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Weather wreaks havoc on UM track’s weekend

Alyssa Wolfe/for the Montana Kaimn

UM’s Renee Dunn competes in the long jump competition during the Al
Manual Invitational Saturday afternoon. Dunn set a new meet and
Dornblaser Field record with her winning jump of 20 feet 1/4 inch.

Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

The University of
Montana’s track and field
team not only battled three
top Big Sky Conference competitors this weekend but
also cold and windy conditions.
At the Al Manuel

Invitational on Saturday at
Dornblaser Field, the
Grizzly tracksters qualified
eight more track and field
athletes for the Big Sky
Championship, bringing the
team’s total Big Sky
Championship qualifiers to
11 men and 12 women.
“I thought it was good
overall,” head coach Tom

Raunig said. “We were not
at full strength, but with
the people we did have out
in the elements, we did a
good job.”
The women went 1-1-1 in
the dual-scored meet beating Eastern Washington
University, tieing Idaho
State University and losing
to Montana State
University.
“The MSU women’s team
is just loaded,” Raunig said.
“But we came close.”
The men’s team’s only win
was over the Cats, which
Raunig said he was happy
with. The men lost to EWU
and ISU.
The women had three
first-place finishes with
Renee Dunn snagging two of
them.
Dunn won the long jump
with a leap of 6.10m and the
triple jump with a mark of
11.27m. The women swept
the top three spots in the
triple jump with Suzanne
Krings in second, followed
by Anne Sheehy (11.25m).
Shannon Selby was fifth
with (10.94m).
“They didn’t let the
weather get to them,”
Raunig said. “In talking to
them, they wanted to do better, but they did well considering the elements.”
Despite the four top five
finishers, only Dunn’s and
Krings’ scores counted in the
dual-scored meet.
Krings was the other
female first place finisher
grabbing the 100-meter hurdle title with a time of 14.31
seconds.
Raunig said Lauren
Keithly ran a good 1500meter race despite taking
second with a time of 4 minutes, 41.90 seconds.
“She was leading the
whole way,” he said. “She
came within one second of a

Big Sky qualifier. It was
good considering the weather.”
Another better than
expected finish was Amber
Arvidson’s second-place finish in the 5,000-meter run
with a time of 18:25.6,
Raunig said. Arvidson qualified in the 10K for the Big
Sky Championship.
The men’s team was missing Antony Ford, its top distance runner along with
Scott McGowan, who is redshirting this season.
Overall, Raunig said it
was a good day for qualifiers.
Ted Corderio improved
his NCAA regional qualifier
in the hammer throw to
58.05m, while B.J. McKay
qualified in the hammer
throw for the Big Sky
Championships with a throw
of 51.61m.
Justin Morse reached a
Big Sky qualifying mark in
the 400-meter hurdles with
a time of 53:51.0. Also hitting a qualifying mark on
the men’s side was Derin
Gebhardt in the discus

throw with a toss of 47.77m.
The women had five new
qualifiers including Andrea
Huntley in the 400-meter
dash with a time of 57:03.0,
Mariah Guilfoyle in the 400meter hurdles (64:03),
Michelle VanDyke in the
high jump (1.53m), and Kari
Wilson in the pole vault
(3.42m).
Raunig said it was good
for Wilson, who red-shirted
during the indoor season, to
go out and get a Big Sky
qualifier even with the
tough weather for pole
vaulting.
Raunig said the cold and
the 10 to 15 mph winds was
challenging.
“Wind makes it difficult,”
Raunig said, “especially
head- wind, like in the
men’s 100-meter, it was
really difficult.”
A helpful tail-wind can
not exceed 4 meters per second. Raunig said Saturday’s
wind was not over the legal
limit.
The Grizzlies will get
another chance against
EWU this weekend.

Results
Men’s
high jump, 2nd, D. Casey,
2.01m
pole vault, 4th, M. Clifford,
4.62m
long jump, 4th, J. Gill,
6.67mtriple jump, 4th, C. Van
Nice, 13.45m and 5th, J.
Hartsog, 13.30m
javelin throw, 2nd, D.
Brubaker, 59.89m and 4th, D.
Lefler, 58.15m
shot-put, 2nd, P. Hamilton,
15.79m
4x100-meter relay, 2nd, UM
“A”, 43.07
4x400-meter relay, 3rd, UM
“A” 3:21.92

Women’s
200-meter dash, 4th, A.
Huntley, 26:20 and 5th, S. Selby,
26:46
800-meter run, 4th, J. Miller,
2:20.69 and 5th, C. Roche,
2:2426
1,500-meter run, 4th, K.
Bogner, 4:52.09
3,000-meter run, 4th, S.
Johnson 12:15.25
high jump, 3rd, A. Sheehy,
1.58m
pole vault, 4th, A. Weddell,
3.13m
long jump, 2nd, S. Krings,
5.60m and 5th, S. Selby, 5.34m
4x100 meter relay, 3rd, UM
“A”, 47:84
4x400-meter relay, 2nd, UM
“A”, 3:58.49

Faith, desire keep football alive for new Grizzly quarterback
Bryan Haines
Montana Kaimin

Nearly seven months ago, on
Sept. 7, at the University of
Colorado’s Folsom Field, during a
sunny fall day picturesque for
football — as if Knute Rockne
painted the scene himself —
then-University of Colorado
quarterback Craig Ochs was
scrambling for his life.
With less than two minutes
remaining in the first half and
Colorado leading San Diego State
21-14, Colorado coaches called for
a screen pass that fizzled. With
no one to pass to, the 6-foot-2,
nimble-footed Ochs took off running. Hell-bent to get to the sidelines, Ochs tried to get out of
bounds to stop the clock, and
more importantly, not to get
hurt.
As he neared the sidelines,
Ochs saw two San Diego State
defenders converging on him. He
thought he was out of bounds.
He came up a couple feet short.
Boom.
The two defenders crushed
Ochs, sending him to the ground

like a sack of potatoes.
“I held my breath until he got
up,” said Gretchen Ochs, Craig’s
mother. “I kept saying, ‘He’s OK,
he’s OK. He’s tough, he’s
strong.’”
As strong and tough as the
205-pound Ochs is, he wasn’t all
right after the hit. He was taken
to a Denver hospital at halftime,
and doctors diagnosed Ochs with
a concussion, the third in his
short college career.
The concussion set off a whirlwind of a journey for Ochs.
“The injury gave me three
options,” Ochs said. “I could stay
here (Colorado) and be miserable,
I could quit football and ask
myself ‘what if’ when I was forty
or I could go play somewhere
else. I chose to go play somewhere else.”
For the love of the game, Ochs
knew he couldn’t give up football
and decided to forge on.
Because Ochs came out of the
womb throwing a football, it mattered less to him where he’d play
than when.
Jason Ochs, Craig’s older
brother, remembers Ochs spend-

ing every evening in the yard,
throwing a football from one end
to the other. There were no
receivers running routes, no
friends playing with him and no
one watching. It was just Ochs,
tossing the pigskin back and
forth, alone. If his arm got tired,
Ochs punted the ball until he
could throw again.
He was six at the time.
“I have never seen someone so
young be that determined at
something,” Jason said. “Craig is
at his happiest playing football.”
As soon as he was in kindergarten, Ochs started playing flagfootball, and from that moment
he spent every weekend playing
football. He put on his first set of
pads in the third grade. He
earned the starting spot at
Fairview High School by the time
he was a sophomore. His senior
year at Fairview was filled with
accolades. He was named a high
school all-American by numerous
publications, and “The Sporting
News” tabbed him as the No. 5
quarterback prospect in the
nation.
It seemed the kid was a quar-

terback prodigy.
During this time Ochs was
also spending every free
Saturday at Folsom Field in
Boulder, watching the Buffaloes
play. His father, Stephen, and
mother both graduated from
Colorado, and they had season
tickets. A love affair between
Ochs and the school was born.
“We were always there, and
deep down he wanted to play
there,” Stephen said.
Ochs verbally committed to
Colorado his junior year of high
school after being heavily recruited by then-Buffalo head coach
Rick Neuheisel and one of his
assistants, new Grizzly head
coach Bobby Hauck.
“In my mind he is the complete package as a quarterback.
He exhibits great leadership
skills, he’s got a good arm, runs
very well and is very athletic,”
Hauck said. “We had a chuckle
about winding up together here
and I’m really looking forward to
it.”
Even after Neuheisel left
Colorado to take a University of
Washington job and Colorado

hired former Northwestern head
coach Gary Barnett, Ochs didn’t
reconsider. In the fall of 2000,
Ochs enrolled at CU.
The fairytale story of Ochs
continued once he put on the gold
and black of Colorado.
Four games into the season,
Ochs made his first appearance
against Kansas State, and started the rest of the season. His
1,778 passing yards and seven
touchdowns broke CU’s freshman
records, previously held by Koy
Detmer, who now backs up
Donovan McNabb of the
Philadelphia Eagles. At the end
of the season, Ochs was named
to the Big-12 Conference honorable mention team.
Greatness seemed at Ochs’
doorstep, eagerly trying to get in.
Sometimes, though, even the
happiest of fairytales have a dark
chapter in them.
Ochs started the next season
as the No. 1 quarterback, but a
concussion and then an ankle
injury mid-way through the year
forced him to the sidelines.

See OCHS, Page 11
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Club boxers duke it out at the Adams Center

boxing this year. She held off a
larger, determined Tabitha
Leavens on Friday for her birth
to the semi-finals.
Stinson said she used to kickbox and compete in martial arts
when she was younger, but life
forced her from the ring.
“I took 10 years off to go to
school and make babies,” Stinson
said. But she said she was eager
to compete again.
“Once you do it, it gets in your
blood,” she said.
On Saturday winners in the
first round of fights had to fight
again later that night. In the first
fight of the night, UM’s sole
remaining student representative, Johnny Johnston, lost a
close bought to eventual champ
Albrecht.
Heavyweight Mika Gergen
followed up his 26-second knockout from the day before with a
thunderous right hand that put
his opponent down for good in
the beginning of the second
round. It was one of the few firstround fights that got Saturday’s
crowd of about 860 people going.
The crowd was fairly mellow

despite the ring announcer’s constant prodding of the audience
with statements like, “the more
you cheer the harder they fight,
and the more you drink the more
you cheer.” The ring girls got
more cheers in between rounds
than the fighters did during
them.
During intermission between
the semi-final and final fights,
the ring girls had their own competition. Representatives of
Budweiser, one of the club boxing
sponsors, voted for the
“Budweiser Ring Girl of the Year”
and awarded a $1,000 check to
the winner.
The combination of the ring
girl competition and the continued consumption of alcohol
seemed to put the crowd in a
more boisterous mood for the
finals. Fighters gutted out their
third fight in two days to cheers
from a much more supportive
audience.
The fights were very competitive. Each fighter swung furiously for the full one minute and 10
seconds of a round. At the bell
they collapsed on their stools,

were given a pep talk and went
out and did it again.
Shelly Burton of Missoula
donated her jacket and prize
money to Nate Riley after winning the women’s heavyweight
division. Riley suffered a serious
brain injury last month during
one of the regular club boxing
matches.
Riley, who is still in the hospital, is awake and coherent. The
long-term effects of his injury are
still undetermined.
After being announced as the
middleweight champ, Jason
Lopez, who has more than 80
amateur fights and a national silver gloves championship under
his belt, could hardly contain
himself and was clearly pleased
with his new jacket.
“This is the best feeling I’ve
had through my career,” Lopez
said holding his new possession.
“The money helps but the jacket
brings respect.”
The 27-year-old Lopez says he
hopes to gain enough recognition
through club boxing that someone will sign him, and he can
become a pro. Heavyweight
champion Mika Gergen also
plans to become a pro.
Gergen, who started boxing
six years ago while serving time
in Deer Lodge State Penitentiary,
has won seven of his eight fights
by knockout. He trains full time
and plans on turning pro in
another year.
“I would like a new career in
the same profession,” Gergen
said.
Spectator Briana Spencer, a
student at Hellgate High School,
said she enjoyed the fights but
wasn’t sure if it was worth the
money.
“There were too many empty
seats,” she said. “I like it better
at the Wilma. People are more
into it there.”
Bob LeCoure said he was
happy with the attendance and
the quality of the fights this year.
Referee Russ Hansen agreed
with him.
“The fights were excellent,
better than last year,” Hanson
said. “And Mika is one of the best
fighters I’ve seen in some time.”

then-Grizzly head coach Joe
Glenn. Ochs and Glenn talked
football and the family toured
the campus and the town. Glenn
also assured Ochs that if
he left Montana, which
he ultimately did when
he took the Wyoming job,
that UM would hire a
quality coach to replace
him.
After their meeting
with Glenn, the Ochses
headed west on I-90 to
Ochs Seattle to visit with the
coach who had originally
recruited Ochs in high school,
Neuheisel, who is the head coach
at Washington. He also had dinner with Hauck.
“Hauck and I weighed the
pros and cons of each school,”
Ochs said. “It was very intriguing to play for a Pac-10 school,
but in the end, Montana was the
better choice.”
Once he announced he had
decided to transfer to Montana,
Ochs left Boulder. He didn’t want
the constant media attention
that he was sure to get, and he
also didn’t want to be a distrac-

tion for his teammates, many of
whom were good friends.
So he went south to Orange,
Calif., and lived with brother
Jason until classes started in
January at Missoula.
While living there, Ochs got a
job at Trader Joe’s, a supermarket similar to The Good Food
Store in Missoula. Every morning Ochs got up at 3:45 a.m. and
was at work by 4:45. He stocked
frozen foods and then worked as
a cashier. After his shift was
over, he would work out at a
gym, then go home and cook dinner for himself and Jason.
In a matter of two months,
Ochs went from being a local
hero and a Big 12 Conference
starting quarterback to a stockboy in a grocery store.
It was a humbling experience.
“I met a lot of people who
where barely getting by but were
happy,” Ochs said. “It really took
my hardships and put them into
perspective. I love football and
sports, and it is important to me,
but when you get down to it, they
are pretty minimal.”
Ochs started classes at the

University of Montana on Jan.
27. Spring drills for the Grizzlies
opened Thursday, April 10, and
football was once again an everyday part of Ochs’ life — as were
questions about the three concussions he has had.
As a precautionary measurement, Ochs is wearing a newly
designed helmet during spring
drills. It is a more round-shaped
helmet with more protection
around the chin. The shape of
the helmet is designed to disperse the energy of a hit better
than the old-fashioned helmets.
Five months from now, when
Montana opens its season
against Maine on Aug. 30, Ochs
will once again be at risk for a
concussion.
But it is a risk that Ochs, who
will have two years of eligibility
for Montana, is glad to be taking
once again.
“If you are hesitant on the
football field, you are going to get
hurt,” Ochs said. “You have to
play aggressive; you can’t shy
away. There won’t be anything in
the back of my mind worrying
about injuries.”

Daniel di Stefano
Montana Kaimin

Fighters knocked each other
out, ring girls shook their moneymakers and the crowds consumed copious amounts of alcohol Friday and Saturday at the
Club Boxing Regional
Championships.
The two-day, single-elimination tournament held at the
Adams Center, was the last
event of the season for Bob
LeCoure’s club boxing. Some of
the best fighters traveled from
cities in Montana, Wyoming and
Idaho to fight and compete for a
$1,000 check and a “coveted”
leather Jacket.
“These guys fight just to fight
— they’re tough guys who like to
fight. The jacket and money are
extra,” said LeCoure, the promoter of the fights. “Those jackets are coveted though, they’re
worth about $300 dollars and
only six go out a year.”
On the men’s side, Shad “The
Shit-Canner” Albrecht from
Bozeman won the tough lightweight division. Jason
“Lightning Bolt” Lopez of
Kalispell scrapped his way to the
top of the middleweight division.
Chad “Bad to the Bone”
Newbrest showed his superior
boxing skills as he cruised to victory in the light-heavyweight
division, and Mika “The Hitman”
Gergen became the heavyweight
champ via three straight knockouts.
In the women’s lightweight
division, the vicious Susan
“Bitch Slayer” Kocab of Billings
triumphed, and Shelly “The
Baracuda” Burton of Missoula
won the only fight of the heavyweight division.
Eight men were scheduled to
compete in each of the four
weight divisions and four women
were scheduled for both female
divisions. A few fighters failed to
show, giving their scheduled
opponents a bye into the semifinals.
Both nights kicked off when
men on custom choppers filled
the Adams Center with deafening sound and the smell of

Ochs
Continued from Page 10

Bobby Pesavento took Ochs’
place, and he continued to start
even after Ochs was declared
healthy. This angered Ochs, who
believed that he was not given an
opportunity to regain his starting
spot. Ochs sat out the Big 12 title
game and then most of the Fiesta
Bowl against Oregon. With his
team trailing 41-0 entering the
fourth quarter, Barnett put in
Ochs.
The relationship between
Ochs and Barnett went from bad
to worse during the beginning
part of last football season. Ochs
was leading a team prayer, when
Barnett interrupted him, saying
he didn’t like the way Ochs was
praying.
That incident totally
destroyed their relationship,
Ochs said.
“I felt that the integrity
between me and the coaches was
no longer there,” Ochs said. “And
the prayer incident was the

Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin

Tom “TNT” Garland (right) pounds on a defensive Ted “Rabid Carebear” Reiter Saturday night during the Club Boxing
Regional Finals at the Adams Center. Garland went on to win the heavyweight bout and advance to the next round.

exhaust. The bikes, with bikiniclad ring girls as passengers, led
a procession of more ring girls
and then fighters around the
ring, giving the audience a
chance to size up both. The
National Anthem played, and
soon as the bikes roared off, the
fights got underway.
The crowd of about 750 people
was quieter than the fights at
the Wilma Theater, but Friday’s
action was typical of club boxing.
Some fighters with little skill but
lots of guts pounded out decisions, while others with a boxing
background, jabbed, moved and
outclassed their opponents.
Fighters seemed desperate to
knock each other out, knowing
that the shorter their fights were
Friday, the more energy they’d
have for Saturday.
Fighters Jesse Uhde, Chad
Newbrest, Mika Gergen and
Carole Stinson showed off their
boxing experience and skill and
looked like early favorites for the
following day’s fights.
Stinson, a 35-year-old respiratory therapist and a mother of
two, started competing in club
straw that broke the camel’s
back. It had become a personal
thing and I didn’t respect him
(Barnett) anymore.”
Barnett didn’t return
calls requesting an
interview for this story.
Shortly after the San
Diego State game in
which Ochs was injured,
and just two games into
his junior season, Ochs
was having breakfast
with his mother and his
Craig
older sister, Jessica.
Gretchen said he looked
at her and said he had enough
and was going to transfer.
“People who don’t have a
strong faith may not understand,” Stephen said of his son’s
decision. “But there are some
things that are more important
than football, and his faith is one
of them.”
The family made a short list
of schools that Ochs could transfer to, and number one on the list
was Montana.
Ochs, Gretchen and Jessica
climbed in the family’s car and
drove up to Missoula, surprising
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the University Center Theater.
A second keynote speaker,
Ahmed Rashid, will give a
speech titled “The Resurgence of
Islam: The Next Eruption,”
Friday at 8 p.m. in the UC
Ballroom. Rashid is a Pakistani
author and journalist.
Finally, an exhibit of Persian
Transcaucasian and Central
Asian carpets will be on display
at 12:15 p.m. Saturday in the
UC Ballroom.
The keynote speakers are two
of the top authorities on Central
Asia, said Mark Johnson, director of the World Affairs Council
of Montana.
“Elizabeth Jones is probably
the top policy person in the
United States for this part of the
world,” he said.
Rashid, Johnson said, is an
expert on Central Asia as well.
“There will be lots of opportunity to learn, listen and especially ask questions about the
region,” Johnson said.
In most of its history, the conference has been held in big
cities. However, the U.S.
Department of Education selected Missoula for this year’s events
because of its strong Central Asia
program, Johnson said.
“They were quite impressed
with Dr. Kia’s program’s development,” Johnson said.
Central Asia’s energy
resources, terrorist ties, Islamic
population and neighbor Iraq,
Johnson said, are all reasons why
the public should become accustomed to the region, which has
recently been thrust into the
worldwide political spotlight
recently.
Dr. Guram Chikovani, president of the Tbilisi Institute of Asia
and Africa, along with his wife,
professor Marina Tkhinvaleli, and
colleague Grigol Beradze, flew 30
hours from their home in the
Republic of Georgia to Missoula to

Baird, she pulled the covers up
to her chin and started saying,
“Oh, my God; oh, my God,”
according to the document. Doe
tried to push the man off of
her, but was too weak to do so.
The previous rape charge
came after a physically disabled woman accused Baird of
raping her last spring. The
charges were reduced Feb. 7 in
Justice Court to one count of
indecent exposure and one
count of unlawful use of a computer, both misdemeanors. The
felony charges were dropped so
the prosecution could focus on
what they “felt ... we could
present best at trial,” Senior
Deputy County Attorney
Kristen LaCroix said at the
time.
Both LaCroix and Baird’s
attorney, Richard Buley, were
unavailable for comment on
Monday.

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND. 2004 Motor vehicle registration stickers outside Mansfield library. Call 243-2354 to identify
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Professors (from right) Marina Tkhinaleli, Guram Chikovani and Grigol Beradze traveled from the
Republic of Georgia to attend the four-day conference titled “Central Asia: Its GeoPolitical Significance
and Future Impact” on campus.

attend the conference.
“We want to develop a dialogue
between schools, cultures and people,” said Chikovani, who will be
participating in one of the panels.
Chikovani said that UM’s
Central Asia and Caspian Basin
Program is famous throughout
the world, and the scholars who
represent it are well-known specialists in their fields.

Individuals who walk with a limp or who have other
atypical walking patterns are needed to help the
physical therapy students learn to evaluate walking.
For more info, contact Professor Carrie Gajdosik, at
243-5189 or cgajdo@selway.umt.edu
Did you remember to get your picture taken with your
Griz Card while on Spring Break? Bring your photos to
the Griz Card Center and enter to win money on your
Griz Card debit account.

INTERNATIONAL
CULTURE &
FOOD FESTIVAL

UM students & children under 10 FREE
World Foods Bazaar
Children’s World
Ethnic Displays & More
International Culture Show

Art by Kentaro Hara

k iosk
DISCOVER PARADISE- JAVA KAI ESPRESSO In the BI-LO
Parking Lot on SW Higgins near Wagner’s Furniture. Da
Kine Hawaiian blend of Coffee. Come ‘Taste the
Aloha’

JAVA KAI Prepaid Drink Cards $12 value for $10, $25 in
value for $20. Come ‘Taste the Aloha’ SW Higgins
between BI-LO & Wagner’s.

Get your registration in NOW!! until 5pm April 9
forms will be accepted for $12 early registration fee
for the KIM WILLIAMS TRAIL RUN to be held THURSDAY,
April 10 @ 6:30pm. Come to walk a mile, come to run
5k and walk away with a great T-shirt! $15, late registration will be from 5:30 - 6:15pm the day of the
race (at the trail head). Great Prizes will be awarded to winners and drawings will be held. Registration
forms available at the UM FRC front desk. call Campus
Recreation @ 243-2802 for more info.

The University of Montana presents the 2003

$1 admission

Cabin Fever? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing...Call 243-2122

You are not alone. Support for women and men
who’ve experienced rape, sexual assault, childhood
sexual abuse, stalking and relationship violence. Call
Student Assault Recovery Services (SARS) at CHC, 2436559.

Celebrating Our Global Neighborhood

Sunday, April 13th, 2003
12 noon-5 pm
University Center

Bicyclists we need you! Free t-shirt. Bike/Walk/Bus
week volunteers needed. 243-4599

Curry Health Center provides completely confidential
health care. No information goes to anyone, ho how,
nowhere, without your permission. Curry Health
Center Call ahead for an appointment. 243-2122

the Montana Army National
Guard, the Montana Committee
for the Humanities, the
President’s Lecture Series and
Mike Mansfield Center.

Hosted by the International Student Assocociation

PERSONALS

Stubborn, ugly warts, begone! Wart Treatments at
the Curry Health Center. Call for an appointment,
243-2122

“It’s a great honor for us to be
in Montana,” he said, “and I’m
very happy that in such a distance it’s similar to Georgia,
with the same nice mountains.”
The conference is sponsored
by the U.S. State Department,
the World Affairs Council of
Montana, UM’s Central Asia and
Caspian Basin Program, the
Office of International Programs,

JAVA KAI ESPRESSO HAPPY HOUR 6-7am, 12-2pm 1/2
price coffee drinks. SW Higgins, BI-LO, Wagner’s parking lot.
DEPRESSED ABOUT THE WORLD SITUATION? Help by
supporting artisans from developing countries when
you buy Fair Trade. Unique one-of-a-kind gifts from
everywhere. 519 S. Higgins.

HELP WANTED
WANTED
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
ALASKA SUMMER JOBS - Earn great money in Alaska’s
fishing industry. No experience necessary.
http://www.AlaskaJobFinder.com
WANTED - Responsible individual, prefer college student over 21 years old. Must be hard working and
experienced. Assist housekeeper with cooking and
housekeeping at Lake Coeur d”Alene home. Work
June 5 through September 15. Live in - separate cottage and meals provided. At least 40 hours per week.
Wages $8.50 per hour. Nonsmoking. Send resume to
Coeur d’Alene Land Company, Box 2288, Coeur
d’Alene, ID 83816
Movie Extras/Models Needed! Earn $150-450/day.
Print modeling, music videos, and extra positions.
Local Castings. No Experience Necessary! Call 1-888820-0164 x1090
Need Cruiser Coop Coordinator for Summer 2003 - 2
hrs/day, $6/hr, wk stdy preferred. Repair bikes, keep
track of bikes, bill late fees, find bikes. 243-4599 UC
suite 114 for application.

Blackfoot Valley Guest Ranch needs more female livein employees for our cabin cleaning staff. Must work
May 27th to Sept. 30th OR Aug. 10th to Sept. 30th.
These dates are slightly negotiable. Please call Conne
at 244-5414 or e-mail at erickson@blackfoot.net
PT Writer for the National Forest Foundation; 20
hrs/wk; 4/7-5/31. Qualified candidate possesses
superlative writing skills & knowledge of non-profit
organizations. Send resume & 3 writing samples to:
NFF, Bldg. 27 Suite 3, Ft. Missoula Rd. Missoula, MT
59804
FOSTER CARE PROVIDER NEEDED - Opportunity
Resources Inc. is looking for a non-smoking person
with no pets who is interested in providing Foster
care for a 48 year old adult female with a developmental disability in her home. ORI will provide a generous monthly stipend that is tax free. This individual
will have 30 hours a week of direct care staff support
as well as generous respite time each month and year.
A long-term commitment is desired. Please come by
the office at 2821 South Russell Street and pick up an
application. Please direct questions to Jenn Reynolds
or Jenece Jacobs-Sharkey at 721-0791. Position open
until filled. Applications available at OPPORTUNITY
RESOURCES, INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT
59801. Extensive background checks will be completed. NO RESUMES. EOE.
ASUM Office of Transportation needs office assistant.
Work study preferred. Job lasts through May 2004.
$6/hr. Must be interested in transportation options,
be good with people, be outgoing, have computer
skills to update web page, data entry, some graphic
skills and good work ethics. 10-20 hrs per week. 2434599 UC suite 114 for application.
Need bike counters. $6/hr. Two days only - 4/15 & 16.
Call 243-4599 for more info.
Minimum Wage Jobs Getting You Down? Internships
Available. FT/PT - AM/PM. Call Sherri Mon-Fri 9am5pm 542-1129

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

Food, Activities & Fun Performances from Around the World!
K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

SERVICES
SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837

Summer Workstudy at Children’s Shelter. Duties
include laundry and light cleaning. Shifts available
are M-Sun, 9-midnight and midnight-6:30am. Call
549-0058

Jewish students invited to Passover Community Seder,
Thursday April 17th, 6:30pm. Call 523-5671 for reservations.

JAVA KAI ESPRESSO featuring our secret Hawaiian
Blend of coffee. On SW Higgins in the BI-LO/Wagner’s
parking lot. Come ‘Taste the Aloha’

BUBBLE TEA! BUBBLE TEA? BUBBLE TEA!! Fun, new,
fruit smoothie-like drink. Tropical flavors and more.
Find it at JAVA KAI on SW Higgins between Bi-Lo &
Wagner’s. Come ‘Taste the Aloha’

ANNUAL TRAIL HEAD BOAT
BOAT &
BOATING
BOATING GEAR SWAP
SWAP

FOR SALE
SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE At Hide & Sole Downtown...Hundreds of Boots, Shoes & Sandals are
now 50% off. Check out our New Styles of Birkenstock,
Naot, Haflinger and Dansko Footwear!

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

251-6611

Very nice 3 bed, 2 bath apartment. All appliances &
all utilities except electricity included. Close to U.
Only $875/month. Call 827-2502

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED
Roommate Needed: Clean and close to UM.
Washer/Dryer, lots of personal space. $310/month.
Inquire @ 728-0472

Saturday April 12 Consign Boats and Gear from 8:00
Am until Noon Sale is from 12:30pm to 5 PM Pick up
unsold boats and gear between 5:00pm and 6:00 PM
Three ways to get paid: Option 1: Take 110% of what
you sell your gear for in a Trail Head Store Credit good
for any purchase at the Trail Head. Option 2: Take 70%
of what you sell your gear for in Store Credit and 30%
in Cash. Option 3: Take 80% of what you sell your gear
for in cash and go to the Bar...Checks will be issued
on Monday following the Sale. Call For Questions and
Details The Trail Head 543-6966

CLUBS AND STUDENT
GROUPS
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

REAL ESTA
ESTATE
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN BUY FOR THE SAME PRICE?
Former UM student now Realtor willing to work for
you! Call Clint Rogers 549-8855, 544-3730. REMAX
Realty Consultants, LLC. Each office independently
owned and operated.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

